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I Introduction

Among  the  pupils  and  colleagues  of  Luther  and  Melanchthon,  Johannes  Bernhardi  of

Feldkirch  (Velcurio,  Veltkirchius 1490–1534)  stands  out  most  prominently  through  two

posthumous textbooks: a natural philosophy Epitomae physicae libri quattuor (1538)1 and a

commentary on Erasmus of Rotterdam’s De duplici copia (1534).2 Both were printed dozens

of times during the 16th century and spread throughout all of Europe.3 The topics of the books

reveal  their  author’s  wide  range of  interests:  On the  one  hand,  Bernhardi  was professor

oratoriae, teacher of rhetoric,4 but on the other, he also delved deeply into the Aristotelian

natural science of his time.

This double interest will be seen particularly well in his manifold comments on emotions. In

addition, one may add certain aspects of ethics as a third interest,  as will be seen below.

»Emotion« should  not  be  understood here  anachronistically  based  on modern  theories  of

psychology but in the context of 16th century academic culture, where terms such as affectus

and passio were used more or less to designate the kind of mental phenomena that we still call

emotions.5 Medieval and early modern academic literature did not lack theories about such

phenomena, and theorizing is exactly what Bernhardi does in his natural philosophy, but he

expands it with more practical considerations of emotions in his works on rhetoric.

As  other  early  Wittenberg  reformers,  Bernhardi  was  a  transitional  figure  in  terms  of

intellectual  history.  His  works  provide  us  material  whose  genres  combine  late  medieval

influences with humanist aspirations. His textbook on natural philosophical, Epitome, seems

1 JOHANNES BERNHARDI, Epitomae physicae libri quatuor, Erfurt 1538.
2 JOHANNES BERNHARDI,  In  De  copia  Desiderii  Erasmi  Roterodami  De  duplici  copia  verborum ac  rerum
commentarii  duo,  multa  accessione  nouisque  formulis  locupletati.  Vna  cum  commentariis  M.  Veltkirchii
oratoriae  professoris  in  schola  Vuittenbergensi,  iam  recens  natus  ac  aeditis,  Hagenau  1534.  ERASMUS OF
ROTTERDAM, De copia verborum ac rerum. Ed. by B. I. KNOTT, 1988.
3 S. KUSUKAWA, The Transformation of Natural Philosophy: the Case of Philip Melanchthon, 1995, 109–112; P.
KÄRKKÄINEN, Johannes Bernhardi on Method (LuJ 81, 2014, 193–223), 195.
4 For Bernhardi’s life, see H. SCHEIBLE / C. SCHNEIDER, Bernhardi, Johann (in: Melanchthons Briefwechsel 11
Personen A–E, ed. by H. SCHEIBLE / C. SCHNEIDER, 2003, 145f).
5 For a historiography of emotions in the early 16 th century, see K. ESSARY, Enduring Emotions: Reception and
Emotion  in  Christian  Humanism (CHRC 97,  2017,  328–333)  and  R.  MÜLLER,  Die  Ordnung  der  Affekte.
Frömmigkeit als Erziehungsideal bei Erasmus von Rotterdam und Philipp Melanchthon, 2017.

https://doi.org/10.13109/9783666874963.77
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to stand in a certain continuity with late medieval textbooks, which had, in turn, evolved from

a strict  commentary form into thematically  organized wholes.6 In  the following two sub-

chapters, late medieval textbooks on natural philosophy from Bernhardi’s immediate context

will be consulted as reference material. Among them, the textbook of natural philosophy by

Jodocus  Trutfetter  of  Eisenach  holds  a  prominent  role  since  its  section  on  philosophical

psychology  was  recommended,  along  with  Bernhardi’s  textbook,  by  Bernhardi’s  closest

Wittenberg colleague Melanchthon. It was therefore likely held in high regard even in post-

Reformation Wittenberg.7

In addition to his textbook of natural philosophy, there are other sources of Bernhardi’s views

on emotions. These are of a more distinctively humanist  outlook. Several other works by

Bernhardi have survived in complete book form, albeit, like the natural philosophy, they were

published posthumously by his students and colleagues. In addition to the aforementioned

commentary on the Copia of Erasmus, there is a commentary on Livy’s Roman history,8 on

the tenth book of Quintilian’s  Institutio9 and on Cicero’s  De officiis, De amicitia  and  De

senectute.10 Furthermore, some lecture notes from 1532 on Cicero’s Orations have survived,

published by a student 36 years later, together with some handwritten notes on Ovid from the

same year.11 All of these reveal Bernhardi as a lecturer of classical texts who provides concise

comments on individual words as well as lengthier explanations on certain important topics.

As a writer – or a lecturer, as most of the sources mentioned above were obviously prepared

for teaching purposes12 – Bernhardi follows in the footsteps delineated by Melanchthon in his

6 On this development, see P. KÄRKKÄINEN, Psychology and the Soul in Late Medieval Erfurt (Vivarium 47,
2009, 421–443), 424–426.
7 PHILIPP MELANCHTHON,  Commentarius  de  anima.  Wittenberg  1540,  a5r.  Melanchthon  calls  Trutfetter
»Isennacensis« and Bernhardi »Velcurio«.
8 JOHANNES BERNHARDI,  Explicationes  in  T.  Livii  Patavini  historiarum ab  urbe  condita  libros,  primum et
secundum, numquam antea excusae, Strasbourg 1545.
9 JOHANNES BERNHARDI, In Quintiliani librum decimum annotationes (in: M. Fabii Quintiliani Institutionum
librum decimum,  doctissimorum virorum annotationes,  nempe  Philippi  Melanchthonis,  Ioannis  Velcurionis,
Ioannis Stigelii,  Casparis Landsidelii summo studio ac singulari erga eloquentiae studiosos fide collectae, in
ordinem digestae et aeditae per M. Stephanum Riccium, Leipzig 1570). 
10 JOHANNES BERNHARDI,  In  Officia  Ciceronis  scholia  M.  Ioannis  Velcurionis  (in:  De  officiis  M.  Tullii
Ciceronis libri tres. Eiusdem De amicitia, De senectute, dialogi duo: eum Paradoxis et Somnio Scipionis. Omnia
denuo  optimis  quibusque  collatis  exemplaribus  diligentissimus  castigata.  Una  cum  Scholiis  Philippi
Melanchthonis, quibus accesserunt M. Ioannis Velcurionis Annotationes in librum Officiorum, De senectute et
De  amicitia  nusquam hactenus  editae,  Frankfurt  1545,  A1r–E5r  );  JOHANNES BERNHARDI,  Annotationes  in
dialogum Ciceronis De amicitia (in: De officiis … [s. loc. cit.], E5v–G4v).
11 JOHANNES BERNHARDI,  In  Ciceronis  orationes  (in:  Selectiores  M.  T.  Ciceronis  orationes  Philippi
Melanchthonis, Ioannes Velcurionis, aliorumque doctissimorum virorum, qui in Academia Vuittenbergensi olim
flouruerunt,  enarrationes summa diligentia  ac singulari  erga eloquentiae studiosos fide colleactae,  ac partim
etiam antea, partim nunc primum in lucem editae per M. Stephanum Riccium. Tomus Primus, Leipzig 1568,
483–606).  For  the  dating,  see  loc.  cit.,  606;  F.  COULSON,  Ovidiana  from the Wittenberg Collegium in the
Ratschulbibliothek of Zwickau (Paideia 70, 2015, 43–57), 46.54f.
12 Cf.  H.  SCHEIBLE,  Die  Philosophische  Fakultät  der  Universität  Wittenberg  von  der  Gründung  bis  zur
Vertreibung der Philippisten (ARG 98, 2007, 7–43),  31f for the classical  authors used in the University of
Wittenberg.
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contemporary  textbooks  of  rhetoric.  It  has  been  noted  that  a  notable  peculiarity  in

Melanchthon’s rhetoric was his  introduction of a new kind of discourse,  which he called

genus didacticum, the didactic discourse. For Melanchthon, it seems to have been essential

that this kind of discourse is based on logically valid demonstrations and delivers knowledge

based on true and trusted principles.13 Complementary to this, Melanchthon highlights the use

of rhetorical forms for guiding the emotions of the audience.14 Both of these serve the higher

aim of theological and moral formation according to humanist aspirations.15 As will be seen

below, Bernhardi’s considerations of emotions are rooted in this same framework of ideas.

In  Bernhardi’s  textbook  on  natural  philosophy,  this  Melanchthonian  context  is  not  as

conspicuous, since one could consider most of it to reflect the usual late medieval Aristotelian

style: it presents the main terms under each discussed topic, with terminological divisions and

subdivisions together with discussion of relevant disputed questions. Yet even here, Bernhardi

displays  a  methodologically  reflected  procedure  that  should  not  be  reduced  to  medieval

Aristotelian  tradition.  He  follows  a  novel  description  of  a  pedagogical  and  scientific

procedure developed together with Melanchthon in which the connections to moral education

are also visible.16

In his commentaries on classical texts, and in his lectures on Cicero in particular, Bernhardi

puts  Melanchthon’s  hermeneutic  approach  more  emphatically  into  action  when  he

systematically and repeatedly extracts the underlying argumentative structure of Cicero in the

form of Aristotelian syllogisms. He does this to imitate the classical authorities in the contents

of  their  argumentation  in  addition  to  commenting  on  their  rhetorical  devices  and use  of

examples found in orations. More importantly for the present topic, Bernhardi also comments

on the role of emotions in rhetorical practice and on emotions as a foundation of life in human

society,  which he frequently comments on in  his  commentary on Livy.  In  particular,  the

manifold tensions between emotions and rational reasoning are exemplified in the concrete

occurrences in the lives of individuals. These give us a glimpse at the more practical side of

emotion discourse and connects Bernhardi’s discussion closely to Melanchthon’s aspirations

that are found in his works on ethics and politics from the same period.17

13 P. MACK, A History of Renaissance Rhetoric 1380–1620, 2011, 114.
14 Ibd., 116.
15 MÜLLER, Ordnung (see n. 5), 171–177.
16 For Bernhardi’s Melanchthonian method, see KÄRKKÄINEN, Johannes Bernhardi (see n. 3).
17 For a thorough analysis of Melanchthon’s ethical and political works, see N. KUROPKA, Philipp Melanchthon.
Wissenschaft und Gesellschaft. Ein Gelehrter im Dienst der Kirche (1526–1532) (SuR.NR 21), 2002.
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II Nature of Emotions

In his textbook of natural philosophy (Epitome), Bernhardi lays the psychological foundation

for his various comments on emotions. His presentation of the nature and species of emotions

reveals, on one hand, how his thought is embedded in medieval Christian philosophy and, on

the other, his humanist sympathy and reverence for classical authors. 

Among the ancient theories, the Stoic fourfold model of the classification of emotions has

been the starting point for various other classifications throughout  the history of Western

philosophy. Bernhardi describes the system of emotions following Stoic terminology in its

different varieties and the Stoic principle, according to which all emotions derive from four

basic emotions. Bernhardi lists these four emotions as follows, with alternative terms for each

of them: hope or desire (spes, cupiditas, libido), joy or delight (laetitia, voluptas), fear (timor,

metus),  and  sorrow  or  pain  (tristitia,  dolor).18 From  the  perspective  of  contemporary

aspirations,  Bernhardi’s  adoption of this model  can be seen as a return to the sources of

ancient philosophy. A further indication of this can be seen in Bernhardi’s appeal to Cicero’s

classification, which consciously follows the Stoics at this point.19

However, the adoption of the classic Stoic classification may show also other affinities. Many

late medieval  textbooks were based on the Stoic classification.  This was common among

different schools of philosophy also in Bernhardi’s immediate surroundings, which may be

reflected in his designation of the fourfold division as the »standard classification«.20 Also

Melanchthon followed the fourfold classification, with a list which is identical to the one

Bernhardi  usually  gives:  laetitia,  dolor,  spes,  and  metus.21 Furthermore,  if  we  leave  the

18 BERNHARDI,  Epitomae  (see  n. 1),  h8r:  »Duplex  est  iuxta  Platonicos  appetitus  hic  sensitivus,  scilicet
concupiscibilis in epate tanquam in suo organo, appetens per concupiscentiam, vel futurum bonum, ut spes quae
et cupiditas, et lIbdo appellatur, vel praesens bonum, ut laetitia, quae, et voluptas dicitur, et appetitus irascibilis
aut vis irascibilis in corde tanquam in suo organo, aversans quasi per iram, et odium, et in digne ferens vel
futurum malum ut timor, qui, et metus dicitur, vel malum praesens, ut tristitia, qua et dolor dicitur. Sunt ergo ita
quatuor genera affectuum, et duo ipsius appetitus obiecta, vel materia circa quam is versatur, scilicet bonum spe
aut laetitia appetibile,  et malum metu aut  dolore aversabile,  et abominabile quasi.  Ex his quatuor generibus
omnes aliae oriuntur.« See also loc. cit., L8v–m1r. On Stoic terminology, see F. BUDDENSIECK, Stoa und Epikur.
Affekte  als  Defekte  oder  als  Weltbezug?  (in:  Handbuch  Klassische  Emotionstheorien.  Von  Platon  bis
Wittgenstein, hg. v. U. RENZ / H. LANDWEER, 2012), 84, whose list of Latin terms is almost the same as those in
Bernhardi’s list.
19 BERNHARDI,  Epitomae (see n. 1),  h8v:  »Malui tamen hic vulgatam opinionem sequi quam alteram illam,
praesertim quia et Cicero huic nostrae consentit in tertia, et quarta Tusculana.« See also loc. cit., L5 v–m1r. On
Cicero’s classification, see M. GRAVER, Cicero on the Emotions: Tusculan Disputations 3 and 4, 2002, 93f.
20 On Stoic classification in medieval authors, see S. KNUUTTILA, Emotions in ancient and medieval philosophy,
2004, 232.238.283. For  via moderna in Erfurt see  JODOCUS TRUTFETTER,  Summa in totam physicen hoc est
philosophiam naturalem conformiter siquidem verae sophiae: que est Theologia, Erfurt 1514, Dd3v, who also
presents the corresponding terms from Cicero. For Thomist  via antiqua in Leipzig, see  JOHANNES PEYLIGK,
Philosophie naturalis compendium, Leipzig 1499, N5r-v. In addition to fourfold division, Peyligk mentions also
Aquinas’s longer list. 
21 PHILIPP MELANCHTHON, De dialectica libri quatuor, Wittenberg 1529, C2v–C3r. For Bernhardi’s shorter list,
see for example BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n. 1), m1r.
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fourfold division, there are other features in Bernhardi’s classification, which are more remote

to the Stoic theories.

With  Melanchthon,  Bernhardi  participated  in  the  reintroduction  of  Aristotle’s  natural

philosophy into university curricula during the late 1520s and early 1530s.22 His textbook of

natural philosophy is designed after the traditional Aristotelian university curriculum, and the

section on psychology, which includes a discussion on emotions, is largely similar to its late

medieval  counterparts.  As  in  the  traditional  Aristotelian  natural  philosophy,  Bernhardi

discusses emotions under the concept of »movements of the soul«.23 Discussion of all the

movements  of  the  soul  under  a  unified  framework  can  be  regarded  as  a  distinctively

Aristotelian feature that was mediated to late medieval natural philosophy through Avicenna’s

harmonization of medical and Aristotelian elements.24 In contrast, the Stoics and others who

followed them, such as Cicero, had discussed the passions (pathe, passio) of their fourfold

division as undesirable disturbances (perturbationes) that ought to be eradicated.

Though the Stoics considered the passions to be undesirable disturbances of the mind and

called for their eradication, the contrast with Aristotelian tradition is not that sharp, however.

The Stoics also recognized positive affective phenomena, the eupatheiai.25 Furthermore, they

recognized a certain, although partial, uniformity between passions and eupatheiai.26 Cicero’s

description of the virtues as adfectio animi27 may have had some significance for Bernhardi’s

terminology.  However,  the more plausible  source of his  usage of  affectus  for passions is

Augustine’s  terminological  reflections  in  De  civ.  9.4.  In  late  medieval  Aristotelianism,

affectus  eventually  became  the  general  designation  for  emotions  along  with  the  more

traditional passio.28

In addition to Stoicism and Aristotelianism, the third school of ancient philosophy that has

relevance for the classification of emotions here is Platonism. Unlike Melanchthon, who had

connections to Renaissance Platonism,29 Bernhardi does not usually show particular sympathy

for Platonism, and in certain cases he criticizes particular Platonist views in detail.30 In his

classification of emotions, however, he points out that the basic division into irascible and

22 On Melanchthon, see S. SALATOWSKY, De Anima. Die Rezeption der aristotelischen Psychologie im 16. und
17. Jahrhundert, 2006, 70.
23 See, for example, TRUTFETTER, Summa (see n. 20), Dd2r–v.
24 On Avicenna, see KNUUTTILA, Emotions (see n. 20), 222–226.
25 On the proper understanding of Stoic apatheia, see M. GRAVER, Stoicism and Emotion, 2007, 210f.
26 Cit. loc., 53–57.
27 MARCUS TULLIUS CICERO, Tusculanae disputationes 4.15.34 (in: M. Tulli Ciceronis scripta quae manserunt
omnia, fasc. 44, ed. by M. POHLENZ, 1918), 352.
28 Augustine had already used affectus in this sense (G. O’DALY, Augustine’s Philosophy of Mind, 1987, 46f;
KNUUTTILA,  Emotion (see n. 20),  256), but  in the late 15th century, Gabriel Biel noted that a contemporary
translation of Aristotle renders Greek pathe with affectus. See D. METZ, Gabriel Biel und die Mystik, 2001, 83f.
29 G. FRANK, Die theologische Philosophie Philipp Melanchthons (1497–1560), 1995, 25–29.
30 BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n. 1), d3r.c4v. lr–v.n3r.o1r–v. See, however, loc. cit., c2v.
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concupiscible emotions is of a Platonist origin and is based on their twofold division of the

moving  power  of  the  soul.31 Such  a  remark  on  Platonists  may  be  considered  a

characteristically  humanist  notion  since  in  medieval  Aristotelianism,  this  division  was

considered a part of the standard Aristotelian framework.32

In general, Bernhardi seldom highlighted any differences between the philosophical traditions

concerning the emotions. The only notable exception is his criticism of the Stoic ideal of

apatheia, which will be discussed further below. The tendency to integrate Stoic views of

emotions  into  a  Platonist-Aristotelian  framework has  a  long history  in  the  Middle  Ages,

initiated by Augustine in his discussion of different schools in book 9 of De civitate Dei.33 In

addition to his widespread influence on medieval philosophy, Augustine himself was also a

major authority for the Wittenberg Reformers. In addition to considering the views of Stoics

as consonant with Aristotelian-Platonist ideas, Augustine also joined in the criticism of the

Stoic view on apatheia.34

A closer look at Bernhardi’s classification of emotions reveals some specific affinities to the

late medieval school of via moderna. According to Bernhardi, the irascible power of the soul,

which  produces  anger  and  sorrow,  is  directed  toward  either  present  or  future  evil.35 In

Bernhardi’s immediate context, Jodocus Trutfetter in Erfurt, representing the school of  via

moderna, adhered to this same view,36 whereas Kilian Reuter from the Thomist via antiqua in

Wittenberg followed Aquinas’s different position.37

Bernhardi’s classification of emotions therefore features a mixture of elements from different

philosophical traditions, both ancient and more recent. Hailing from a common late medieval

milieu, Bernhardi shows a certain amount of awareness of these traditions, which is obviously

due to his firsthand familiarity with the ancient sources, above all the works of Cicero. This

observation is confirmed and complemented below with respect to a wider scope of traditions,

including Bernhardi’s humanist and theological contexts.

One  can  trace  two  main  lines  of  thought  in  Bernhardi’s  explanations  of  the  genesis  of

emotions. Both have some affinities to Stoic views, but in different ways. One of them sees

31 Loc. cit., h8r: »Duplex est iuxta Platonicos appetitus hic sensitivus, scilicet concupiscibilis in epate tanquam
in suo organo,... et appetitus irascibilis aut vis irascibilis in corde tanquam in suo organo.«
32 KNUUTTILA, Emotion (see n. 20), 222.226–237.240.283.
33 On Augustine, see  KNUUTTILA, Emotion (see n. 20), 154;  Y. GAO, Freedom from Passions in Augustine,
2015, 66–99.
34 On Augustine, see KNUUTTILA, Emotion (see n. 20), 155f; E. SAAK, Augustine in the Western Middle Ages
to the Reformation (in: A Companion to Augustine, ed. by M. VESSEY, 2012), 475f.
35 BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n. 1), l8r.
36 TRUTFETTER, Summa (see n. 20), Dd3v.
37 KILIAN REUTER,  Liber  de  Anima  Aristotelis  nuper  per  Joannem  Argiropilum  de  Greco  in  Romanum
sermonem elegantissime traductus cum commentariolis diui Thome Aquinatis iterum explosa barbarie castigatis
et reuisis iuxta ordinarium processum ducalis Academie Wittenburgensis. Wittenberg, 1509, H5v.
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emotions in a Stoic manner as disturbances in the soul and seeks to identify their causes in

various corporeal and psychological deviances. The other focuses on good or at least morally

indifferent emotions and seeks to find their roots in the order of nature to justify their moral

legitimacy. The latter line of thought bears some resemblance to the Stoic view of eupatheiai

as  reasoned  affective  responses.38 As  a  third  aspect,  Bernhardi  also  sets  the  genesis  of

emotions in the specific context of his Aristotelian psychological framework.

Bernhardi’s  consideration  of  the  causes  of  emotions  in  natural  philosophy  focuses  on

emotions  as  disturbances,  although  not  exclusively.  In  his  discussion,  he  first  highlights

psychological factors, but he does not forget the corporeal basis of emotions. The context of

this discussion is emotions in the animal soul – common to both human beings and animals –

but surprisingly, Bernhardi’s treatment here deals much with the role of the human mind. The

good or bad habituation of the human mind (mens) is mentioned first as a cause of emotions.

Bernhardi refers to Cicero, but his own view of the psychological basis includes both good or

bad  minds  (mens,  anima)  and  habits  (consuetudo),  which  is  more  comprehensive  than

Cicero’s  view.  In De  legibus  I.33,  Cicero’s  discussion  on  habit  is  concerned  with  the

emergence  of  emotions  understood as  disturbances.  The relationship  between virtues  and

emotions is treated in more detail below in the discussion of human emotions.39

The next factor in Bernhardi’s list is discipline. He illustrates this theme with examples from

animals, but even here it is about animals in relation to humans and their learned behavior

instead of natural instincts. In the realm of animals, the close connection between learning and

emotions is apparent in the process of taming wild animals with the right kind of discipline, or

even in the opposite process of their becoming feral as a consequence of their ill-treatment.40 

Of  the  corporeal  factors,  he  mentions  the  tendency of  specific  humoral  temperaments  to

produce certain kinds of emotions, thus continuing the focus on humans but in a less morally

evaluative tone. Sanguinics are joyful (hilares ac laeti), cholerics hot-tempered (iracundi),

phlegmatics  torpid  (segnes),  and  melancholics  sad  and  timid  (tristes  et  meticulosi).  In

addition, the celestial bodies also contribute to the emergence of certain emotions through

their influence on bodily temperaments. But then again, the balance of the bodily constitution

may help one better maintain the more noble emotions. Bernhardi considers all this as a sign

of the great affinity (sociabilitas) between the soul and the body.41 He also holds the bodily

38 On this aspect of eupatheiai, see GRAVER, Stoicism (see n. 25), 51.
39 BERNHARDI,  Epitomae  (see  n. 1),  i1r:  »Causa  efficiens  affectuum,  et  appetitionum  est  ipsa  mens,  et
consuetudo bona aut prava, iuxta illud, mala mens, malus animus, ut de consuetudine prolixe Cicero in primo de
legibus explicat.«
40 Ibd.: »Item disciplina vel inscitia, sic ferae indomitae, et ingenia effera, tamen mansuescunt disciplina, sicut
et contra mansueti tandem iniuria ac improbitate hominum aut casuum efferascunt.«
41 Ibd.: »Item complexio corporum temperata vel intemperata miras appetitiones ac varias ingerit. Sic sanguinei
sunt hilares ac laeti propter sanquinem multum clarumque ac spiritum puriorem ac lucidum quasi. Sic colerici
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nature of the emotions to be the reason why persistent strong emotions weary the body in a

similar manner as excessive labor does, even making life shorter.42

As a sum of his reflections on corporeal factors, Bernhardi states that those who have a more

balanced  bodily  constitution  also  have  purer  and  nobler  emotions,  but  because  of  the

predominance of the mind, even they must be wary against the bad habits and evil influence

of their own mind, as mentioned at the beginning of the same paragraph.43

Bernhardi’s psychological description of how the two major factors, human will and nature,

produce  emotions  is  presented  below in  the  discussion  of  human emotions.  However,  in

addition to the faculties of the human rational soul, the internal sense of fantasy/imagination

in the animal soul plays a crucial role in the genesis of emotions:

First, we apprehend the forms of sensible objects through external senses, such as vision, hearing, and

so on. Immediately thereafter, we apprehend them internally through internal senses, such as common

sense and fantasy, that is, imagination, and only then do the apprehended forms move the emotions

(affectus) and the will, so that we go after or avoid them. This all takes place in almost one moment of

time in both humans and animals.44

Bernhardi emphasizes the role of imagination, noting that it may produce distorted mental

images that consequently lead the evaluative process astray. This is particularly evident in the

emotions caused in dreams.45

sunt iracundi propter sanguinem calidiorem non ita clarum et spiritum spissiorem. Sic phlegmatici segnes sunt
propter  sanguinem tenuem, et  aquosum ac minus calidum spiritum. Sic melancholici  sunt semper tristes,  et
meticulosi propter sanguinem turbidum, crassum, frigidiorem, et propter spiritum impuriorem ac tenebricosum
quasi.  Ideoque,  et  solitudine gaudent,  sicut  contra  frequentia,  et  luce  sanguinei.  Ita  est  sociabilitas  maxima
animae cum suo corpore, quo ad effectus quoque.«; Loc. cit., i1v: »Haec corporum qualitatem, et inclinationem
ad quaelibet appetenda plurimum alliciunt, irritant, ac provocant, influentiae coelestes, planetarum praecipue, et
signorum, unde cientur aegritudines animae, affectiones, sicut, et morbi corporum. Quo vero temperatior est
complexio corporis sensibilis, eo puriores quoque, et magis generosos habent affectus, melioraque appetunt.« On
the roles of or organs such as the heart and liver in the emotional states, see loc. cit., H8v. Melanchthon and
Erasmus also mention the effects of  the bodily humors on the emotions.  See  MÜLLER,  Ordnung (see n. 5),
94.156.
42 BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n. 1), c6r–v.
43 Loc. cit., i1v: »Sed cavere oportet ne prava consuetudo, et mala mens hanc generositatem subvertat.«
44 »Primum enim species rerum sensibilium apprehendimus sensu exteriore, ut visu, auditu, et caeteris. Deinde
statim eas apprehendimus intrinsecus sensu interiore, scilicet sensu communi et phantasia, hoc est, imaginatione,
tum demum apprehensae species movent affectum et voluntatem, ut eas prosequamur vel aversamur, et haec
tamen omnia fere uno momento contingunt homini et animali. Sensus communis in cerebro, phantasia in vertice
fere capitis, memoria in occipite est.« BERNHARDI, In Quintiliani (see n. 9), 261v–262r. All translations are the
author’s except where otherwise noted.
45 BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n. 1), h8v: »Obiectum ergo vel materia appetitus est bonum, et malum revera tale,
aut opinione tantum, cuius species aut imaginem perceptam sensu, offert appetitui phantasia tanquam probandam
vel improbandam, quod si phantasia submovens, et invitans affectum decipitur ac aberrat, tum etiam appetitus
decipit  affectam,  et  commotam animam. Sic  species  laetitiaque  vana,  sic  metus  ac  dolor  inanis  saepissime
decipit, et  frustratur animalia,  atque hoc praecipue in insomniis evenit,  cum phantasia offert  appetitui vanas
species et futiles.« 
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Finally,  he  comments  on  differences  between the  emergence  of  emotions  in  humans and

animals. The emotional life of animals seems to share a lot with humans. In both of them, the

greater emotions overcome the lesser, for instance. Furthermore, many animals act in a way

that  looks like  prudence,  pride or  similar  virtues  or  vices that  are  found among humans.

According to  Bernhardi,  this  in  no way testifies  to  the  existence of  free choice  (and the

consequent moral value of action) among animals, but their actions are exclusively controlled

by their natural instincts.46 As will be seen, the emotions in humans are insolubly connected

with the human power of rational choice and will, which is the actual goal of Bernhardi’s

discussion on emotions, and which raises some further issues for discussion.

III Human Emotions

It has already been noted above that moral evaluation plays a significant role in Bernhardi’s

conception of emotions. However, his presentation of specifically human emotions constitutes

his  most  complete  description  of  the  subject,  and  only  there  does  the  question  of  the

relationship between emotions on one hand and moral virtues and vices on the other properly

arise.

In discussing specifically human emotions, Bernhardi defines them again as movements of the

soul, but in distinction to the emotions of the animal soul, these movements are movements of

the  will,  which  is  the  power  of  the  human  soul  that  is  connected  to  reason.  Indeed,  he

classifies  all  movements  of  will  as  emotions  (affectus).47 This  is  in  accordance  with  his

definition of the will, which desires objects that one’s reason deems to be good or detests

those that are deemed to be evil.48

The emotions are distinguished from the will as a mere power, and they are further from

virtues and vices, which he classifies as dispositions (habitus) of the will. The human soul

possesses a certain aptitude by nature, a spark for both virtues and vices, but good or bad

habits (consuetudines), advice (praecepta), teaching (doctrina), and practice (usus) objectify

these initial sparks into stable moral dispositions. Being metaphysically classified as qualities

46 Loc cit.,  i4v:  »Tametsi  opera quaedam humanis operibus similia  bestia  efficiant,  aliae aliis  subtiliora,  et
affectibus item quasi humanis ducantur, et tametsi affectu maiore minores vincantur in bestiis affectus, quae
etiam astute simulare, et dissimulare multa norunt, et virtutum humanarum quaedam simulacra prae se ferunt ac
vitiorum, ut de apum et formicarum prudentia, de equorum superbia, ac similia infinita produnt scriptores, ut
Plinius, et alii, tamen haec qualiacunque nulla electione neque libero arbitrio, nedum intellectu agunt bestiae, sed
mero ductu, instinctu, et impetu naturae.« 
47 Loc. cit., l8r: »Hoc caput de affectibus inscripsi, non quod affectus sit aliud quiddam quam voluntas ipsa,
verum ut varias voluntatis species ac formas indicarem.«
48 Loc. cit., k8v: »Ita voluntas est potentia animae rationalis motiva, qua homo intellecta cupit ut bona, vel renuit
ut mala.« Cf. The definition of emotion: »Affectus est brevis vel durabilis motus voluntatis, prosequens bona, aut
aversans mala.« Loc. cit., l8r.
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of the will, virtues are distinct from emotions, which Bernhardi considers to be acts of the

will.  As  is  noted  below,  this  difference  remains  rather  vague  in  the  case  of  durable  or

virtuous/vicious emotions, such as love, but the dynamic nature of emotions distinguishes

them from virtues,  which are more static  by nature.  In  his  natural  philosophy,  Bernhardi

passes over the listing of individual virtues and vices but refers to Aristotle’s Nicomachean

ethics and Cicero’s De officiis.49

Although emotions are movements of the will, not all of them are under our control. First,

there is an involuntary part of the will, which Bernhardi calls the natural will. It causes such

acts as desire for existing, for knowledge, for eating, and so on as well as the natural aversion

to death and other miseries of life.  In contrast  to this,  the rational will  consists  of freely

chosen acts of the will.50 Another related class of emotions are spontaneous movements of the

will,  which  are  called  first  movements.51 Bernhardi  explicitly  adopts  the  theory  of  first

movements,  or  propassions,  which dates  back to  late  Stoicism,  but  which was extremely

important in the Latin Middle Ages up until the time of the Lutheran Reformation.52

First and second movements – in Bernhardi’s terminology first and second emotions – differ

from each other with regard to an act of assent or dissent and consequent moral responsibility.

We are morally responsible only for those emotions that follow from a deliberation and assent

to something good that is to be pursued or evil that is to be avoided.53 However, this does not

mean that involuntary impulses lack moral value in some sense. According to Bernhardi, any

emotion may be rendered a moral value based upon its origin in either good or corrupted

habits  or  –  in  a  theological  sense  –  in  original  sin.  This  conceptualization  relies  on  the

correspondence of emotions to the moral judgement of reason and ultimately to divine and

natural laws, on which the moral deliberation relies through conscience and other related

faculties, as is indicated below.54

49 Loc. cit., m3v.m6r–m7r. On teaching and discipline in education, see also loc. cit., n3r-v. Melanchthon also
notes that moral virtues are not emotions but dispositions (habitus), although emotions can be either virtuous or
vicious. However, he considers theological virtues (faith, hope, and charity) to be emotions infused by the Holy
Spirit.  See  PHILIPP MELANCHTHON,  In  primum,  secundum,  tercium  et  quintum  Ethicorum  commentarii,
Wittenberg 1532, D4v. Bernhardi seems to adopt a similar position, but focuses on moral virtues.
50 BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n. 1), l1v. 
51 Loc. cit., l8r; BERNHARDI, In Ciceronis orationes (see n. 11), 528.
52 KNUUTTILA,  Emotion  (see  n.  20),  63–67.195;  R.  SAARINEN,  Weakness  of  Will  in  Renaissance  and
Reformation Thought, 2011, 106–109.
53 BERNHARDI,  Epitomae  (see  n.  1),  l8r:  »Secundarius  affectus  est  consulta  inclinatio,  quae  rei  cognitae
assentitur et eam inhiat, et hic si feratur in illicitam rem criminosus est affectus.«
54 Loc. cit.,  m1r:  »Ut  licitus et  bonus affectus  rationi obtemperat,  a  natura et  bona consuetudine profectus
hominem mire commendat, sic contra illicitus malusque affectus neque rationi aut synteresi, neque conscientiae
obtemperat,  utpote  profectus  a  mala  consuetudine  secundum philosophos  et  a  prava  cupiditate  peccatoque
originali secundum theologos, ac hominem vituperabilem et criminosum reddit plaerumque dum renuit bona et
praehensat mala, contra rationem et conscientiam hominis.«
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Bernhardi’s adoption of the theory of first movements raises some questions. Early Lutherans

found  the  theory  to  be  problematic  for  theological  reasons.  Luther  himself  initially

emphasized that evil impulses without the will’s consent and evil impulses consented by the

will are both sinful, although the latter are of a more severe nature. The reason for this is that

they both are transgressions against divine law, which is the objective norm of sinfulness.55 In

De servo arbitrio (1525), however, Luther clearly articulates that the will has free choice

concerning outward things, things not related to one’s relationship to God, which produce acts

of civil righteousness. However, he does not explicate the moral value of such actions and

their relationship to sin against the law of God.56

Melanchthon further elaborates his understanding of the freedom of choice concerning earthly

matters in his ethics commentaries. Nevertheless, he does not explicitly discuss the moral

relevance of consenting or not consenting to evil impulses. Instead, he discusses the voluntary

and involuntary nature of external acts at some length. This is consonant with two theological

points: first, like Luther, Melanchthon evaluates the emotions on the basis of their agreement

with divine and natural law, which forms part  of his  argumentation for  the sinfulness of

involuntary impulses; second, he sees civil righteousness to consist of external acts in contrast

to the righteousness of faith, which is essentially internal.57 Furthermore, in his discussion on

deliberation, Melanchthon mentions incidental external acts that follow spontaneous internal

impulses, which do not include moral deliberation.58

Against this background, Bernhardi’s way of distinguishing between morally indifferent first

movements  and morally  evaluated second movements  of  the  will  appears  somewhat  pre-

Lutheran but not necessarily contrary to Lutheran aspirations. In his pre-Lutheran textbook of

natural philosopy, Jodocus Trutfetter carefully distinguished between the stages of consenting

to  evil  impulses  (»first  movements«)  with  a  corresponding  moral  evaluation  of  their

culpability.59 Bernhardi’s view of the non-culpability of first emotions is essentially the same,

but  this  raises  the  question of  how is  this  view is  in  line with texts in  which Bernhardi

explicitly  joins  Luther  and Melanchthon in evaluating the  emotions  on  the  basis  of  their

objective conformity with divine and natural law, as mentioned above.

There are two possible ways of explaining the internal tension in Bernhardi’s texts. Either he

has carelessly adopted the pre-Lutheran distinction without further consideration, or he has

reinterpreted the traditional distinction to conform to Luther’s and Melanchthon’s ideas of

55 SAARINEN, Weakness (see n. 52), 122f.
56 Loc. cit., 130f.
57 MELANCHTHON, Ethicorum (see n. 49), A4v.F2r-v.
58 Loc. cit., F4r-v.F5r.
59 TRUTFETTER,  Summa (see  n.  20),  Ff5v–Ff6r.  On Trutfetter  and his  colleague Bartholomaeus Arnoldi  of
Usingen, see SAARINEN, Weakness (see n. 52), 106–109.
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civil  righteousness.  Whatever  the  answer,  it  should  be  noted  that  Bernhardi  stays  firmly

outside  theological  concerns  in  his  explication:  He  draws  an  example  from  Homer’s

description of the Trojan aristocrats and Paris and refers to the philosopher Aulus Gellius’

description of the Stoic notion of first movements.60

The  context  of  the  Homeric  example  can  render  some  support  for  reading  Bernhardi’s

distinction on the basis of the Lutheran view of civil righteousness as essentially consisting of

external deeds. In the example, Bernhardi contrasts actions of Paris with the scene in which

Trojan aristocrats see Helen for the first time.61 The former is known to have abducted Helen

from her legally wedded husband Menelaos. The latter, however, express their admiration for

Helen’s beauty, but immediately thereafter wish for her return to Menelaos in order to avoid

the misfortunes her abduction had already caused through the enmities with the Achaians.62

Therefore, the broader context of the example is in avoiding the externally criminal action of

adultery,  although  the  underlying  psychological  explanation  is  presented  in  the  form  of

assenting to or dissenting from the first  involuntary movement of  the will.  The focus on

external action is further enhanced by Bernhardi’s wording. He designates evil  secondary

emotions as »criminal emotion« (affectus criminosus) if they are drawn towards illicit action

(res  illicita),  as  in  the  case  of  Paris,  or  alternatively  as  escapes  from a  licit  action.  The

emotion that follows the internal act of assent or dissent is thus named based on the external

action that it causes or avoids. The term criminal even highlights the legal rather than the

moral or theological nature of the action. The same first emotion could therefore be sinful in a

theological sense but not criminal in the sense of civil righteousness.63

As  mentioned  above,  Bernhardi  considers  virtues  and  vices  to  be  causes  of  emotions.

However,  the relationship between emotions and moral  character  is  more complex. As is

shown  below,  Bernhardi’s  ultimate  norm  for  the  moral  evaluation  of  emotions  is  their

conformity to universal moral laws, the natural and the divine laws, which both derive from

the same will of God. This is not far from the Stoic idea of conformity with the universal

logos, which Bernhardi was familiar with in its Ciceronian form.

For Bernhardi, the most obvious link between the order of nature and the emotions is the

concept of natural emotions. On several occasions, he addresses certain specific emotions as

60 BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n. 1), l8r–v; Gellius is also mentioned in BERNHARDI, In Ciceronis orationes (see
n. 11), 528. See AULUS GELLIUS, Noctes Atticae 19.1., ed. by P. Marshall, 1968, 560,4–563,7.
61 The story is told in HOMER, Iliad 3.156–160.
62 BERNHARDI,  Epitomae (see  n.  1),  l8r:  »Ut  quamvis  permoveantur  apud Homerum in  3.  Iliados  Troiani
principes specie Helenes, tamen quia non consentiunt isti  motui concupiscentiam eius, ideo non statim erant
adulteri.«
63 Loc. cit., l8v: »Secundarius affectus est consulta inclinatio, quae rei cognitae assentitur et eam inhiat, et hic si
feratur in illicitam rem criminosus est affectus, sin fugeat rem licitam criminosus item est affectus, ut Paris visam
Helenam inhians crimen iam adulterii non effugit, quia motui adiungit assensum voluntatis et concupiscentiam.«
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natural emotions, i.e., innate to all human beings. He does not consider these to be morally

virtuous, but they are, at least, allowed to humans on the basis of their naturalness as long as

they do not contradict the moral good. In contrast, a lack of them is not preferable. In his

commentary on Cicero’s oration  Pro domo suo, Bernhardi adds a lengthy criticism of the

»inhumanity«  (inhumanitas)  of  the  Stoics,  who  allegedly  would  not  even  allow  natural

emotions  to  a  Sage  in  their  ideal  of  apatheia.64 Bernhardi  uses the Greek word »storge«

(affection, spelled »sorge« in the text) to refer to these kinds of emotions and describes them

as follows:

The Stoics err (peccabant) in denying natural licit affections, which are not against the conscience and

follow nature, such as pity, fear of death, moderate grief, hope, joy, and the love for one’s closest

persons, such as between spouses, between friends, and between neighbors. Perhaps nobody is praised

on account of them, but neither is one rebuked for having them. Certainly, if someone is devoid of

them, we call that person asorgon and inhuman, even monstrous.65

In  his  comments  on  the  first  book  of  Cicero’s  De  officiis,  Bernhardi  identifies  natural

emotions with natural affections that arise from the need for self-preservation. According to

him, Cicero counts these as a psychological source for knowledge of the precepts of natural

law  concerning  what  is  advantageous  (utile).  Bernhardi  points  out  that  Cicero’s  way  of

starting  from  a  natural  urge  for  self-preservation,  or  even  self-love  (filautia),  is  a

characteristically philosophical starting point, which obviously does not take into account the

first commandments of the Decalogue about the cult of God.66

Bernhardi  does  not  here  further  explicate  the  difference  between  the  philosophical  and

theological  views  of  the  natural  law.  However,  it  displays  some  similarities  with  the

contemporary  reading  of  the  Golden  Rule  by  Martin  Luther.  Unlike  several  other

commentators, Luther does not consider the expression »as thyself« in the Golden Rule to be

64 »Curant) id est istam sapientiam ineptam et inhumanam Stoicam.« BERNHARDI, In Ciceronis orationes (see
n. 11), 527f.
65 Loc. cit., 527f: »In hoc vero peccabant Stoici, quod naturales quasdam affectiones licitas, et conscientiae non
adversarias, negabant esse licitas,  et secundum naturam, ut  est misericordia,  mortis metus,  mediocris sensus
doloris, spei, laetitiae, amoris in suos, ut inter coniuges, inter amicos, vicinos, a quibus affectionibus ut nemo
fortasse laudatur, ita contra nemo vituperari debet. Certe eum, qui iis caret, asorgon et inhumanum, atque etiam
immanem dicimus.«
66 BERNHARDI,  In  Officia  Ciceronis  (see  n.  10),  A3v–A4r:  »In  hoc  autem capite  prius  disserit  de  corporis
defensione, quae est iuris naturalis, et de rebus utilibus, ac ad hominis vitam necessario pertinentibus, secutus
ipsum  ordinem  naturae  convenientem...Primum  praeceptum  huius  loci  est,  Conserva  teipsum.  Nam  natura
omnium hominum animis indidit naturales quosdam affectus, quos Graeci vocant sorgas fysikas erga suos. Ergo
filautia in natura hominis primum est. Ab hoc praecepto incipiunt philosophi. Nemo enime Sapientum leges
primae tabulae attigit, Deum scilicet esse colendum.« See also loc. cit., B4 r. For Cicero, see MARCUS TULLIUS
CICERO, De officiis 1.4.12 (in: M. Tulli Ciceronis scripta quae manserunt omnia, fasc. 48, ed. by C. ATZERT,
1963), 5, where he even uses the term »love« for such affections.
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a command to love oneself. Instead, it is merely a presupposition that guides us towards a

correct love for one’s neighbor. Therefore, self-love is for Luther something that is common

to all humans, and in this limited sense »natural«, but unlike love for our neighbor, loving

oneself is not morally virtuous. However, Luther considers self-love to be a perversion in the

original human nature and incompatible with love for one’s neighbor. It is difficult to say

whether Bernhardi disagrees here with Luther’s theological interpretation or merely describes

the position of »the philosophers«, such as Cicero.67

In his natural philosophy, however, Bernhardi gives a more negative portrayal of the influence

of self-love, which he considers to be responsible for immoral actions through the faculty of

lower reason. Lower reason is a faculty of practical reason, which considers not the divine or

natural laws but human laws and utility for oneself. Here, Bernhardi explicitly contrasts self-

love with the natural law, which is more in line with Luther’s interpretation of the Golden

Rule.  According  to  Bernhardi,  lower  reason  is  prone  to  follow  the  lead  of  the  vicious

emotions and corrupted habits. Bernhardi does not deny that even so can one be led to morally

right conclusions, but they are based on perverted motivation: on individual utility or fear of

punishment and not on moral good.68

In this context, Bernhardi adopts the metaphor of lower reason as a seducing woman, which

refers to the story of Adam and Eve in Paradise. The metaphor dates back to Augustine, and

during the Middle Ages; Peter Lombard utilized it in his influential Sentences. Despite an

occasional comment on the connection between femininity and moral evil, the metaphor is not

as prominent in Bernhardi as it is, for example, in the corresponding case of the contemporary

natural philosophy of Trutfetter. For Trutfetter, as in Bernhardi, the metaphor functions as

support for a psychological elucidation of the liability of lower reason to the influence of the

sensuality of the animal soul, which results in erroneous moral judgment.69

In a general outlook, Bernhardi’s psychological description of the cause of error in moral

deliberation is similar to Trutfetter’s with the addition of the Ciceronian notion of corrupt

habits. It should be noted, however, that this is not Bernhardi’s only way of describing the

genesis of evil acts. In another context, Bernhardi suggests that vicious emotions are the direct

67 A. RAUNIO, Divine and Natural Law in Luther and Melanchthon (in: Lutheran Reformation and the Law, ed.
by V. MÄKINEN, 2006, 21–61), 34f.
68 BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n.  1), l5v.m7v: »Atque haec inferior ratio pravis affectionibus mire obnoxia et
appetitui sensitivo, fertur prava delectatione et  illecebris tantum ad externum bonum, timoreque illiberali ac
servili cavet vitia...Estque haec inferior ratio nequam ille oculus sinister et pravus, qui sui amore filautia nimium
laborat, et hanc homines plaerique docti et magni sequuntur. Haec etiam ex prava aliqua sententia et maligna
pravum affectum hominis et vitiosam consuetudinem potius imitatur, quam legem naturae et synteresin.«
69 PETRUS LOMBARDUS, Sententiae in IV libris distinctae II.24.7, 455,7–13; TRUTFETTER, Summa (see n. 20),
Ff6r. For Luther’s way of connecting feminity with sin, see S. MIKKOLA, »In Our Body the Scripture Becomes
Fulfilled«: Gendered Bodiliness and the Making of the Gender System in Martin Luther’s Anthropology (1520–
1530), 2017, 74–76.
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cause of evil acts against the judgment of reason and synteresis. For more on this »clear-

eyed« akratic behavior, see below. In both cases, Bernhardi sees the ultimate cause of evil in

corrupt habits, in philosophical terms, and in the fallen human nature, in theological terms.70

In contrast, the faculties of synteresis and higher reason work solely on the basis of divine and

natural law and of the moral good (bonum honestum), and they are not liable to the influence

of  the  depraved  emotional  part  of  the  human  being.71 However,  in  the  text  of  natural

philosophy, Bernhardi does not claim the origin of natural emotions to be in self-love. Rather,

their origin can be traced to the faculties of synteresis and higher reason since the veneration

of God and obedience to homeland, the magistrates, and parents are counted among the very

first principles of the natural law.72

In  fact,  Bernhardi  explicitly  assigns  an  emotional  aspect  to  higher  reason  and  does  not

altogether exclude the idea of affective synteresis.73 In the midst of his presentation on the

cognitive moral evaluation that is carried out by higher reason, he adds:

This superior reason does not obey the evil emotions but rules over them as a queen, being moved

through free and pious love towards the moral good, and in free and not servile fear, [it] avoids the

vices.74

One may conclude that, in his natural philosophy, Bernhardi considers the natural emotions to

be closely connected to, or even an aspect of the activity of higher reason. Notably, natural

self-love has no positive function in this  model,  which is  not  expressed as clearly in the

commentary on De officiis.

So, despite his criticism of the Stoic doctrine of  apatheia, Bernhardi’s view of the natural

emotions  shows  some  affinities  to  the  Ciceronian  notion  of  natural  affections,  which  is

directly based on the common Stoic principle of  oikeiosis or »making one’s own«. For the

Stoics, these natural inclinations were important in the progression towards the virtuous life.

Some Stoic authors, and Cicero after them, even argued that certain actions are appropriate on

the  basis  of  these  natural  inclinations.75 In  commenting  on  the  first  book  of  De officiis,

70 BERNHARDI,  Epitomae (see n.  1), m1r:  »Ut licitus et bonus affectus rationi obtemperat, a natura et bona
consuetudine  profectus  hominem mire  commendat,  sic  contra  illicitus  malusque  affectus  neque  rationi  aut
synteresi, neque conscientiae obtemperat, utpote profectus a mala consuetudine secundum philosophos et a prava
cupiditate  peccatoque  originali  secundum  theologos,  ac  hominem  vituperabilem  et  criminosum  reddit
plaerumque dum renuit bona et praehensat mala, contra rationem et conscientiam hominis.«
71 Loc. cit., l5r.
72 Loc. cit., L4r.
73 On  synteresis, see  P. KÄRKKÄINEN, Synderesis in late medieval philosophy and the Wittenberg reformers
(British Journal for the History of Philosophy 20, 2012, 881–901), 17.
74 BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n. 1), l5r: »Haec superior ratio malis affectionibus non obnoxia, sed illis tamquam
regina imperans, amore ingenuo et pio fertur ad honesta et timore ingenuo non servili cavet vitia.«
75 On Stoics and Cicero, see GRAVER, Stoicism (see n. 25), 175f.
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Bernhardi summarizes how Cicero describes the moral progression of a human being, starting

from the realization of natural needs at an early age and progressing to an understanding of

virtues  and  the  moral  good.  Whether  or  not  Bernhardi  himself  considered  this  view  as

plausible remains open.76

As  already  mentioned,  it  is  obvious  that  Bernhardi  did  not  consider  the  idea  of  natural

emotions to be compatible with the Stoic doctrine of apatheia. In his commentary on Cicero’s

De amicitia,  Bernhardi  traces  a  criticism of  the  Stoic  position  as  a  central  theme of  the

dialogue.  According  to  Bernhardi,  the  Stoics  did  not  consider  love  between  friends  and

sorrow  at  the  loss  of  a  friend  to  be  virtuous,  contrary  to  what  the  dialogue  suggests. 77

Bernhardi’s  interpretation  rests  on  the  dubious  assumption  that  the  Stoics  counted  love

between friends as an undesirable disturbance of the soul. On the contrary, the Stoics included

friendship between equals and certain types of love (eros, agapesis) among the eupatheiai.78

In  his  commentary  on  Erasmus’ De  copia,  Bernhardi  further  specifies  that  such  natural

affections  are  of  a  relatively  stable  nature.79 Here,  Bernhardi  follows  in  the  footsteps  of

Melanchthon,  who  uses  similar  examples  and  the  Greek  word  storge (»affection«)  in  a

description of the natural  emotions in his  Ethics commentary.  Melanchthon also refers to

Paul’s rebuttal of  astorgoi (Rm 1:31) in his criticism of the Stoic position.80 Even if similar

criticism was commonplace already among earlier humanist authors and Augustine,81 the use

of  the  Greek  word  storge in  both  Bernhardi  and  Melanchthon  points  to  Erasmus,  who

described the  natural  emotions  similarly in  his  commentary  on the New Testament  from

1516.82

76 BERNHARDI, In Officia Ciceronis (see n. 10), A3v: »Homines enim prius quam virtutis vim intelligant, initio
aetatis  utilia sibi,  et ad corporis humani sustentationem necessaria quarere student. Deinde aetatis  progressu
videre discunt initia virtutum et amplectuntur ea, paulatimque ad ipsam virtutem, natura duce, perveniunt, quam
deinceps magis colendam, et in maiori precio habendam esse statuunt, quam reliqua bona omnia.«
77 BERNHARDI, Annotationes in De amicitia (see n.  10), E7v: »Quod Laelius tam sapiens, tantusque princeps
coluerit amicitiam, quam tamen Stoici reiecerint, tanquam vitiosum affectum, quasi mutuus amor et gratulatio in
bonis, et mutuus dolor in adversis sint affectus omnino vitiosi, qui tamen duo affectus nunquam non incidant et
amicitiae adsint. Hicque error Stoicorum exprimitur et a persona Laelii refutatur, qui aperte testatur se mortem
Scipionis amici sui dolere.« See also loc. cit., F5v.
78 GRAVER, Stoicism (see n. 25), 179.
79 BERNHARDI, In De copia (see n. 2), 269.
80 PHILIPP MELANCHTHON, In Ethica Aristotelis commentarius, Wittenberg 1529, D4r.
81 J. KRAYE, Stoicism in the Renaissance from Petrarch to Lipsius (Grotiana 22, 2001, 21–45), 24f.30.
82 ERASMUS OF ROTTERDAM, Novum Instrumentum omne, Basel 1516, 423 [on Rm 1:31]: »Sine affectione)
asorgoi, ut ne excutiam interim, quod interpres abusu est affectione pro affectu. Cum multum inter sit. Affectibus
carere, iuxta Stoicos summa laus est. Sic apud nos quoque malis vacare affectibus laudi ducitur. At sorge non
simpliciter significat  affectum, sed potius affectum illum pietatis  aut  charitatis,  quo parentes tanguntur erga
liberos, ac vicissim illi erga eos, quo frater erga fratrem. Unde qui eo processerunt in viciis, ut ad hos quoque
communes affectus, et ad ipsum naturae sensum obsurduerint, asorgoi vocantur.« Loc. cit., 576 [On 2 Tm 3]:
»Sine affectione) asorgoi quod proprie significat eos qui nullo affectu sunt in suos, puta filios, aut famulos, aut
uxorem«.
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Bernhardi’s way of connecting Cicero’s plea for humanity to the criticism of Stoic apatheia

may not do full justice to the sources since Cicero was, at least in books 3 and 4 of Tusculan

Disputations, an outspoken advocate of the Stoic doctrine concerning emotions.83 However,

there  is  a  historical  precedent  for  Bernhardi  in  Erasmus’  early  writings,  where  Erasmus

developed a view of natural emotions in deliberate criticism of the Stoic doctrine of apatheia

while at the same time building upon the Stoic doctrine of oikeiosis.84 In general, despite his

critical tone, Bernhardi’s (and Melanchthon’s) view of natural affections can be considered a

continuation of Augustine’s and Erasmus’ attempts to harmonize the Stoic view of emotions

with Aristotelian/Platonist models rather than replace it with them.

To  sum  up  Bernhardi’s  view  of  natural  emotions:  in  his  natural  philosophy,  Bernhardi

pictures the human being in a continuous struggle between the influence of virtuous natural

emotions, which are in harmony with divine and natural law, and the influence of vicious

emotions, which are connected to self-love, corrupt habits, and original sin. As seen above,

vicious emotions influence the process of moral deliberation through the faculty of lower

reason. At least in certain cases, therefore, vicious emotions result in immoral actions through

moral deliberation. Bernhardi describes such flawed processes in his discussion of conscience,

which is the faculty that draws the conclusions of the practical syllogism, suggests actions to

be taken, and evaluates past actions.85

As seen above, Bernhardi’s view of the origin of erroneous consciousness is rather close to

that of his scholastic predecessor Jodocus Trutfetter. Like Trutfetter, Bernhardi attributes the

conscience itself to an emotional function, as it consoles for one’s good actions and accuses or

even torments for evil actions. The torments of conscience are an extreme case of this, for

which Bernhardi refers to Cicero’s interpretation of the Furies as their personifications.86

In addition to cases in which the depraved emotions cause flawed moral deliberations, there

are  some  indications  that  Bernhardi  sees  a  more  robust  conflict  between  the  moral

deliberation of a person and simultaneous immoral action affected by depraved emotions.

This links Bernhardi to other contemporary authors like the humanist Josse Clichtove, who

features a version of clear-eyed-akrasia of a »commonplace Platonist« type in which akratic

behavior is considered as ultimately irrational.87 Like Clichtove, Bernhardi describes akratic

behavior with the example of Medea deliberating between loyalty to her homeland and Jason,

quoting, among others, the line, »I see and approve the better, but follow the worse.« Medea

83 GRAVER, Cicero (see n. 19), xii.
84 R. DEALY, The stoic origins of Erasmus’ philosophy of Christ, 2017, 105f.
85 BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n. 1), l6r–l7v.
86 Loc. cit., l6v–l7r.
87 See SAARINEN, Weakness (see n. 52), 80.
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was  frequently  used  as  an  example  of  such  behavior  also  by  Bernhardi’s  Wittenberg

colleagues Melanchthon and Joachim Camerarius (1500–1574). Like Melanchthon, Bernhardi

considers Medea’s actions to be a deliberate choice for evil against the testimony of her own

conscience.88

A further perplexity in Bernhardi’s view of virtues and emotions comes from his use of the

word  ethos.  In  certain  cases,  Bernhardi  explicitly  includes ethos  in  his  framework  of

emotions.  Whereas  Aristotle  understands  ethos as  the  moral  character  of  the  person,

Bernhardi adopts a later usage of the term from Quintilian.89 Ethos and  pathos depict two

classes  of  emotions.  The  difference  between  them  is  in  their  intensity:  Ethos is  mild

(mitis/lenis), whereas pathos is a vehement movement.90

Despite  the  explicit  distinction  between  emotions  and  habits  of  the  will  in  his  natural

philosophy (as seen above), Bernhardi includes virtues and vices under the concept of mild

emotions (ethos) in his commentary on De copia. In the same text, he also addresses natural

emotions (love towards one’s offspring etc.) as a subcategory of mild emotions. They are

further considered as belonging to a longstanding type of emotion that enhances their affinity

to  emotional  dispositions.91 As  examples  of  longstanding  emotions,  Bernhardi  mentions

sadness  in  a  melancholic  person  and  irascibility  a  choleric  person.  He  classifies  natural

emotions in the natural philosophy as a specific class outside mild emotions.92 As seen below

in  the  discussion  on  societal  emotions,  these  kinds  of  conceptual  structures  render  the

distinction between emotions and virtues (or vices) somewhat vague. It is important to note

that Bernhardi considers the discussion on human emotions to be a preliminary stage to the

discussion of ethics.93

The  essence  of  emotions  as  movements  of  the  soul  serves  Bernhardi’s  presentation  of

emotional conflicts as struggles between unequal forces well. In considering Dido’s love for

Aeneas, the example of equally bad emotions underlines the dynamic of mental movements:

88 BERNHARDI,  Epitomae (see n.  1), m1r:  »Ut licitus et bonus affectus rationi obtemperat, a natura et bona
consuetudine  profectus  hominem mire  commendat,  sic  contra  illicitus  malusque  affectus  neque  rationi  aut
synteresi, neque conscientiae obtemperat, utpote profectus a mala consuetudine secundum philosophos et a prava
cupiditate  peccatoque  originali  secundum  theologos,  ac  hominem  vituperabilem  et  criminosum  reddit
plaerumque dum renuit bona et praehensat mala, contra rationem et conscientiam hominis. Ut amans Medea
fatetur apud Ovidium in principio septimi metamorphoseon dicens: Excute virgineo conceptas pectore flammas /
Si potes infoelix, si possem sanior essem / Sed trahit invitam nova vis, aliudque cupido, / Mens aliud suadet,
video meliora proboque /  Deteriora sequor etc.  Sic ille ait  prudens vidensque pereo.« On Melanchthon and
Camerarius, see SAARINEN, Weakness (see n. 52), 134–142.149–151.
89 On the difference between Aristotle’s and Quintilian’s understanding of ethos, see R. KATULA, Quintilian on
the Art of Emotional Appeal (Rhetoric Review 22, 2003, 5–15), 8f.
90 BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n. 1), l8v.
91 BERNHARDI, In De copia (see n. 2), 269.
92 BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n. 1), l8v.
93 Loc. cit., m1v: »Reliqua vero de hac materia ad Ethicam prorsus pertinent, cuius exempla vide in poetis, qui
sunt optimi artifices in depingendis affectibus.«
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The stronger movement overcomes the weaker. The stronger emotion in the case of Dido is

the grief caused by her collapsed hope for Aeneas’ love, and the weaker emotion is her natural

fear of death by her own hands. Incidentally, Bernhardi also reveals that he thinks that bad

emotions are likely to overtake the good ones in most cases.94

The notion of the human mind as a playground of conflicting emotional forces also forms the

basis for the processing of evil emotions. In the spirit of Aristotelian-Platonist moderation,

rather than that of the Stoic extirpation of emotions, Bernhardi focuses on strengthening the

virtues.  Reason  defeats  the  evil  emotions  by  moderating  them through  virtue,  obviously

through virtuous good emotions. The formation of a virtuous character is therefore key to a

proper emotional life. Bernhardi’s view aligns with that of Erasmus and Melanchthon, which

see the regulation of emotions as an educational pursuit.95

Bernhardi’s  view  of  disciplining  evil  affects  through  reason  is  largely  consonant  with

Melanchthon’s view in the Loci theologici from early 1530s, where he notes that philosophy

adds to the obligation of doing externally good works also the obligation of being accustomed

to discipline the evil emotions, although the emotions will not themselves be tamed to follow

the human laws. Thus philosophy is only able to fulfill the human laws but not the divine law.

According to Melanchthon, the divine law requires that evil emotions not only be disciplined,

but that their source in the distorted nature should be healed as well.96

One important tool for guiding the emotions is rhetoric. Before looking at Bernhardi’s views

on the rhetorical guidance of emotions, it is beneficial to devote some attention to the societal

aspect of emotions. Bernhardi’s commentaries on Livy and Cicero provide lots of material for

this.

IV Emotions and Society

For Bernhardi, Livy was a prominent authority on the style of historical prose.97 In addition to

style,  Bernhardi  draws  examples  from  Livy  concerning  ideal  conduct  in  society  in  his

94 Loc. cit., m1v: »Atque est ita non solum bonis affectibus pugna cum malis cupiditatibus, verum mali etiam
affectibus  inter  se  pugnant,  ac  infirmiorem ut  fit  superat  superat  fortior  appetitus,  ut  plerumque  meliorem
deterior. Sic metum mortis vicit dolor amoris decepti spe sua in Didone, cum inquit: Quin morere ut merita es
ferroque averte dolorem.« On the principle of »emotion overcomes emotion« in Melanchthon, see  MÜLLER,
Ordnung (see n. 5), 130.
95 On Erasmus and Melanchthon, see MÜLLER, Ordnung (see n. 5).
96 PHILIPP MELANCHTHON,  Loci  theologici,  CR 21,  295:  »Leges  humanae  tantum requirunt  aut  prohibent
externa facta, Philosophia addit etiam ut assuefaciamus nos ad comprimendos malos affectus, etiamsi affectus
ipsi non flectuntur legibus magistratus...At lex dei non tantum requirit aut prohibet externa facta, non tantum
requirit  illam  diligentiam  de  qua  philosophi  praecipiunt  coercendorum  affectuum,  sed  requirit  naturam  ita
consentientem legi dei, sicut nunc concupiscentia repugnat legi dei.«
97 BERNHARDI, Explicationes (see n. 8), 5v; BERNHARDI, Quintiliani (see n. 9), 109r.
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commentary on Ab urbe condita. In these examples, emotions function as central ingredients

for maintaining vital social  relationships, on the one hand, but as potential causes for the

disruption of these relationships and even of society itself as a whole, on the other hand.

At the beginning of his commentary, Bernhardi reflects on the use of historical examples in

the  context  of  his  rhetorical  model  of  constructing  knowledge,  which  he  elsewhere  calls

»method«.98 The historical stories provide vivid descriptions of the characters’ virtues and

vices through their actions. As singular cases, they provide confirmation for general ethical

and political  precepts,  which are  in  turn  discussed in  the  sciences  of  ethics,  politics  and

jurisprudence.99 It is not clear how much the singular cases function as epistemic confirmation

of the general precepts in any stronger sense and how much they are rhetorical or pedagogical

means for merely applying the moral precepts to one’s life. In any case, for Bernhardi, a

rhetorically well-constructed discourse helps the reader to build their own inner life towards

morally sound virtues through the imitation of the good ideals.  The vivid descriptions of

particular cases guide the reader’s emotions towards adopting the ideals as their  personal

virtues.100

As for the nature of emotions, the broad picture here is to consider all the movements of the

soul  on the basis  of  their  relation to virtues and vices.101 The questions of  controlling or

cherishing emotions are therefore bound to their moral evaluation in any given social context.

The most obvious cases for this are those in which there is a conflict between two or more

emotions, which – isolated from their immediate context – can all be considered virtuous, but

which fall under moral scrutiny in a particular situation.

Such  a  case  is  found  in  Bernhardi’s  discussion  of  Livy’s  story  about  Gnaeus  Marcius

Coriolanus, who, motivated by the humiliation caused by his compatriots, led an uprising of

the Volsci against his native Rome. From the outset, Coriolanus serves as an example of a

person whose personal  experience of injustice leads him to contradict  his  duty or loyalty

(pietas) towards his homeland. Bernhardi comments that Coriolanus’ actions are to be deemed

impious despite the context of exile and injustice that his compatriots had caused him. In his

terminology,  Bernhardi  does  not  particularly highlight the role  of  emotions as motivating

forces, although in the context of Livy’s text this is clearly presupposed. His main focus is on

the moral evaluation of Coriolanus’ actions, and therefore the analysis of his duties is more in

the foreground.102

98 On Bernhardi’s understanding of method, see KÄRKKÄINEN, Bernhardi (see n. 3).
99 BERNHARDI, Explicationes (see n. 8), 6r–v.
100 On vivid descriptions, see the discussion of emotions in Bernhardi’s rhetoric below.
101 For Bernhardi’s theoretical views on the relationship between emotions and virtues, see above.
102 BERNHARDI, Explicationes (see n. 8), 138v.
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The  viciousness  of  Coriolanus’  actions  is  lessened  during  the  course  of  the  story  as  he

eventually gives up hostilities towards the Romans, risking his own life. The cause for his

change  of  mind  was  the  intervention  of  his  mother  Veturia.  Here  again,  Bernhardi’s

comments focus on duties rather than emotions. Seen from the viewpoint of Coriolanus, his

duty towards his mother and family is strong enough to turn him away from fighting against

his country. Bernhardi remarks that loyalty (pietas) towards his mother, which Coriolanus

prefers to his own self-interest, can be attributed to him as a merit, but his duty (pietas) would

have been more perfect (absolutior) had he listened to the pleas of his compatriots. So the

analysis is based on a hierarchy of duties, where loyalty towards one’s homeland is a higher

duty than loyalty towards one’s parents. The focus is again on the moral evaluation.103

Furthermore, Bernhardi extols Veturia’s actions, which he considers to transcend the role of

her sex, as she »rebukes the crime of impiety in a passionate speech (oratione pathetica) in

which she does not ask or pray in a womanish manner (muliebriter), but she clearly orders

and threatens  her  son  by her  maternal  authority«.104 In  this  comment  the  terminology of

emotions appears for the first time during this story, but only in the role of describing the

means of exerting Veturia’s maternal authority. The rest  of the comments are focused on

Veturia’s virtuous activity.

As  another  example  of  virtuous  behavior  in  the  midst  of  emotional  conflict,  Bernhardi

mentions the case of the Consul Lucius Junius Brutus, who participated in the death sentence

of his own sons in the case of their high treason. In addition to Livy, Bernhardi quotes a text

from Virgil, who like Livy, vividly describes the internal conflict of Brutus at the execution of

his sons. According to both classical authors, the audience could clearly trace the emotions of

the suffering Brutus. Contrary to the story of Coriolanus, Bernhardi here uses the terminology

of emotions. He sees in the story Brutus’ love (charitas) for his homeland, which leads to his

extreme severity towards his sons.105

103 Loc. cit., 139r: »Exemplum pietatis erga matrem suam in Coriolano, qui praestare maluit beneficium, et
obsequi suae matri, quam patriae precanti. Fuisset autem absolutior pietas, si idem patriae praecibus praestitisset,
soluta obsidione urbis.«
104 Loc. cit., 139v: »Exemplum libertatis, et maternae authoritatis observatae a Veturia adversus Coriolanum
filium, quae libere filio hosti praepotenti exprobrat impietatis crimen oratione pathetica, qua non muliebriter
rogat neque supplex est, sed plane imperat et minatur filio pro iure matris.« In another part of his commentary
(loc. cit., 114r–v), Bernhardi gives a strongly gendered description of women’s virtues. According to him, nature
has ordered most women to the cure of domestic matters, and they are consequently not suitable for public
discussions since they lack the virtues of prudence and fortitude necessary for public life. He notes, however,
that there were certain heroic women in history who featured these virtues, but they were rare exceptions. Even
in this comment, one can trace the idea that a heroic woman transcends her own sex, especially in the way
Bernhardi equals the »heroic virtue« of a woman with »virile virtue« (virtus virilis). For further examples of
female heroes, he refers to Plutarch’s  De fortitudine muliebri, which may be identified as tractate  Mulierum
virtutes, published during Bernhardi’s time in Basel, 1530, under the name De claris mulieribus sive de virtute
mulierum.
105 BERNHARDI, Explicationes (see n. 8), 103v–104r. The story is told in Liv. 2.5. It should be noted that Livy
also mentions Brutus’ love (caritas) for the Republic (caritas rei publicae) Liv. 2.1.
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In  these  two  accounts  described  above,  it  is  not  evident  whether  Bernhardi  in  any  way

expanded  the  already  rather  extensive  description  of  emotions  found  in  Livy’s  text.

Bernhardi’s comments rather focus on the moral evaluation of actions, where morally colored

emotions function as driving forces. On the terminological level, Bernhardi even fluctuates

between terms of emotion and social duties: The sons of Brutus show disloyalty ( impietas)

towards the homeland, whereas their father shows love for the homeland.

In  addition  to  the  preceding  examples  of  internal  conflict,  there  is  one  example  that  is

somewhat more focused on the internal emotional life of the individual. This constitutes the

severe accusations of the conscience, which torment wrongdoers such as in the case of king

Servius Tullius. Following Cicero, Bernhardi interprets these torments, which were connected

with divinities called Furies in Roman poetry, as internal pains that emerge in the souls of

those who have committed evil deeds.106

Love for one’s family and love for one’s homeland are indeed major emotions, and Bernhardi

considers  them  to  be  inherent  or  natural  to  all  human  beings,  as  noted  above.  In  his

commentary on Livy, Bernhardi bases this categorization of naturalness on a cosmological

view according to which these emotions are based on natural law and, consequently, have

ultimately  been established by God.  The link  between the  law of  nature  and the  natural

emotions is found conceptually in the hierarchy of duties.107

The close connection between natural emotions and the divine command as the basis for

moral  good becomes evident in Bernhardi’s  comments on the love for homeland and the

status of the rulers. In accordance with Luther’s famous doctrine of two regiments, Bernhardi

also posits that the secular authorities derive their authority directly from God. The office of

the  magistrates  is  established by God in order  to  avoid anarchy as  the  worst  of  societal

evils.108

However, in his description of the magistrates’ virtues, Bernhardi elucidates the limitations of

their power and connects these reflections to the ideal relationship between magistrates and

the people,  build  on the foundation of  adequate social  emotions.  First  of  all,  magistrates

should not act in a way that only raises fear in the people and not love. Bernhardi considers

this  to be in accordance with the law of nature and humanity.109 Therefore,  ruling power

106 BERNHARDI, Explicationes (see n. 8), 78v; BERNHARDI, Epitomae (see n. 1), l6v–l7r. Bernhardi refers here to
Ciceros Laws 1 and Pro Roscio. See also Bernhardi’s comments in  BERNHARDI, In Ciceronis orationes (see
n. 11), 570f. 
107 See Bernhardi’s list of principles concerning duties established by natural law in BERNHARDI, Explicationes
(see n. 8), 112v–113r.
108 Loc. cit., 113r; 132v–133r.
109 Loc. cit., 100r: »Amari potius quam metui debere magistratum a popularibus suis, ius naturale et humanitas
desiderat.  Convenit  itaque  utrosque  ita  suum  officium  facere,  ut  amore  mutuo  et  reverentia  se  invicem
prosequantur. Id quod in privata quoque societate et potestate observari debere admonet Terentianus Mitio, eo
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should  not  in  general  be  given  to  fierce  persons  (ferocibus)  but  rather  to  milder  ones

(mitioribus).110 Bernhardi takes the fury of the lower classes (furor plebis) as a kind of force

of nature to which the rulers must sometimes yield for their own good in order not to be

totally ruined by it.111 On the other hand, in the actions of the Consul Brutus during the first

years of the Republic, Bernhardi finds an example of the principle of how the fierceness and

inconstancy  among  the  lower  classes,  which  arises  from  excessive  freedoms  and

disagreements among them, must be resisted even by coercion.112

The  magistrates  themselves  must  also  be  guided  by  virtuous  love  for  their  homeland,

including the pursuit of the common good, even at the expense of particular goods.113 The

principle of the common good of society also wards against the other excesses, which are seen

in populism (popularitas) in which the ruler acts according to the desires of the people against

the good of the whole community. Here again, Bernhardi sees the emotional instability of the

masses as a severe danger for society, and it is again set under moral scrutiny of the common

good.114

In addition to such general references to the emotional instability of the masses, Bernhardi

sometimes highlights in more detail the emotional basis of conflicts that arise in society, such

as the feeling of security that accompanies excessive leisure. In contrast to this, he considers

people to be more easily united by the fear of imminent evil.115 Bernhardi does not have much

to say about the social emotions of ordinary citizens beyond the examples of natural emotions

towards one’s homeland, friends, and relatives that are mentioned above. He does, however,

note the commonly held duties of showing gratitude to benefactors and humanity (sensus

humanitatis)  towards captives,  which are basically  moral attitudes despite  their  emotional

flavor.116

To sum up,  in  Bernhardi’s  discussion of social  relations,  the emotions are predominantly

depicted negatively as motivating forces and mainly under the moral consideration of their

relationship  to  social  duties  and  virtues.  The  purpose  for  mentioning  them is  mostly  to

indicate  how virtuous  actions  (mainly  of  the  rulers)  can  control  the  destructive  effect  of

emotions  on  the  common  good  of  society.  In  some  cases,  Bernhardi  also  mentions  the

loco, ubi dicit Stabilius esse imperium quod benevolentia adiungitur quam vi.«
110 Loc. cit., 133v–134r.
111 Loc. cit., 133r.159v.
112 Loc. cit., 102r: »Fiat thesis haec fere, plebis ferociam et inconstantiam immodica libertate et discordiis fieri
intolerabilem, et rebus publicae perniciosam, contra vero plebem concordia, authoritate et imperio coerceri.«
113 BERNHARDI, Explicationes (see n. 8), 159v: »Omnino decet magistratum, et quemlibet civem, posthabere
privatos affectus publicae utilitati et charitati, ut supra saepissime est dictum.«
114 Loc. cit., 159v.
115 Loc. cit., 146v. On leisure, see also loc. cit., 146r.
116 Loc. cit., 110r.123r.
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motivating force of natural emotions in contributing to the virtuous life, but he usually does

not significantly distinguish these emotions from moral duties.

V Emotions in Rhetoric

While Bernhardi’s discussion of emotions in the social context is dominated by their moral

evaluation, the situation is completely different in his discussion on rhetoric. As can be seen

below, Bernhardi joins the tradition that utilizes emotions as a legitimate means in the toolbox

of the rhetor. Support for such a position is easy to find in Cicero and Quintilian. Even Cicero,

who preferred the position of the Stoics with regard to the theoretical conception of emotions,

including the ideal of  apatheia, never ceased defending the use of emotions as a rhetorical

device. Quintilian clearly follows in the footsteps of Cicero.117

Bernhardi  comments  on  the  use  of  emotions  in  his  theoretical  discussion  of  rhetorical

methods: he includes the emotions as rhetorical commonplaces (loci) and comments on them

and on their function in specific parts of a speech, above all in the introduction and peroration.

But not only that, he also comments on the actual role of emotions and the use of rhetorical

techniques for arousing emotions in his  analyses of Cicero’s speeches and other classical

texts.

Among the list  of  180 rhetorical  commonplaces,  Bernhardi  mentions emotions  in  general

(affectus) and four main emotions, which are hope,  joy (here:  laetitia),  fear, and pain, as

commonplaces of their own. In Bernhardi, the meaning of a commonplace is a single general

concept, or an »incomplex theme« expressed in one term, that can be discussed as itself.

Bernhardi discusses such individual commonplaces in individual chapters of his work, and

they can further act as constituents of a thesis, that is, a general principle in the form of a

sentence.118

For  his  list  of  rhetorical  commonplaces,  Bernhardi  has  chosen  themes  that  have  special

relevance for the  studia humanitatis, for »the discipline (professio) of poetics, history and

rhetorics,  and above all  moral  philosophy«. He excludes numerous other  themes of other

disciplines, such as theology and jurisdiction.119

117 M. LEIGH,  Quintilian and the Emotions (Institutio oratoria 6 Preface and 1–2) (The Journal of Roman
Studies 94, 2004, 122–140), 131–134.
118 BERNHARDI, In De copia (see n. 2), 371f.
119 Loc. cit.,  372f. In addition to a list of rhetorical commonplaces, Bernhardi also distinguishes a specific
rhetorical mode of considering the commonplaces,  which is distinct from »puerile« and logical  (dialecticus)
modes of consideration. The puerile mode refers to the practice of gathering quotes from classical authors under
general  themes,  and  the  logical  mode  refers  to  the  use  of  general  terms  in  argumentation.  Rhetorical
consideration does not differ from the logical in its basic structure of argumentation but rather in its use of
rhetorical forms for achieving eloquent speech. On Bernhardi’s notion of commonplaces,  see  KÄRKKÄINEN,
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In his commentary on Erasmus’s  De copia, Bernhardi uses the sentence, »whether a wise

person is subject to an emotion« (an affectus cadat in virum sapientem), as an example of the

procedure of resolving a thesis using commonplaces. The truth or falsity of any particular

thesis  can be resolved by the discussion of a set  of standard questions,  such as what are

emotions, what are their parts, what constitutes a wise person, what are the causes of such a

person etc. Interestingly enough, Bernhardi expands the concept of a »wise person« to the

form a »wise person according to the Stoics« in order to indicate the specific context of his

thesis.  However,  Bernhardi  does  not  actually  carry  out  such  a  resolution  here.  He  only

presents an example of the form of such a procedure, specifically from the rhetorical aspect,

and explains how it generates a copiousness of speech, »a most abundant flow of speech«

(uberrimum orationis flumen).120 In contrast, Bernhardi uses a syllogistic analysis of sentences

about emotions, worries, and the Sage in his commentary on Cicero’s De amicitia in order to

refute the Stoic doctrine of apatheia.121

As for more practical advice for becoming a good rhetor, Bernhardi points out that it is useful

to learn how good authors accommodate their speeches to their particular contexts, including

emotions.122 Furthermore, the parts of a speech in which examples of the use of emotions are

to  be  found  regularly  include  emotional  content:  creating  a  benevolent  relation  with  the

audience  (captatio  benevolentiae)  in  the  introduction  and  rousing  the  emotions  in  the

peroration.123 Bernhardi applies this in his own commentaries on the classics. He describes

how Cicero captivates the benevolence of his audience124 or how he rouses emotions in the

peroration125 and occasionally in other parts of his speeches as well.126

But  how  is  the  creation  of  proper  emotions  achieved  according  to  Bernhardi?  In  a

continuation of the Ciceronian-Quintilianian tradition, above all through vivid descriptions

(enargeia).127 Erasmus devotes a chapter to enargeia in his De copia, which gives Bernhardi

an occasion to comment on it at length in his commentary.128 However, in other parts of De

copia, Bernhardi seldom comments on the rhetorical function of the emotions.129

Johannes Bernhardi (see n. 3), 200–202.
120 BERNHARDI, In De copia (see n. 2), 377.
121 BERNHARDI, Annotationes in De amicitia (see n. 10), F5r–v.
122 BERNHARDI, In Quintiliani (see n. 9), 140v.
123 Loc. cit., 139r.
124 BERNHARDI, In Ciceronis orationes (see n. 11), 539f.547.
125 Loc. cit., 534f.538.564.604.
126 See, for example, the occurrences of the Greek word »pathos« in Bernhardi’s comments, usually without
any further explanations: Loc. cit., 497 (introductory material of the speech in absence of a proper introduction);
521.530.536f  (introductory  material);  538  (peroratio);  562  (introduction);  563.586  (peroratio);  596
(introduction).
127 In addition to descriptions, Bernhardi also refers to stylistic means such as the copiousness of the discourse
in enhancing the emotional effect. See loc. cit., 586; BERNHARDI, In De copia (see n. 2), 15.
128 BERNHARDI, In De copia (see n. 2), 267–271.
129 See, for example, the reference to the legitimate use of verbosity in rousing emotions in loc. cit., 15. 
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The purpose of using vivid descriptions in general is to enable readers or listeners of a text »to

have the described things in front of their eyes as if as a living image«.130 One could presume

that Bernhardi would link descriptions as a rhetorical device to create emotions in his listeners

since, in his natural philosophy, he notes the psychological basis of emotions in the faculty of

imagination and the phantasms it produces as seen above. This may be due to his view that

phantasms are proper efficient causes but merely as conditions on which emotions are based.

Nevertheless, he does not mention this aspect in his discussion of descriptions until reaching

the description of emotions themselves.131

In the commented text, Erasmus mentions the description of emotions only incidentally when

discussing  the  description  of  a  person,  but  Bernhardi  devotes  a  passage  of  its  own  to

emotions. Bernhardi’s description of emotions follows a classification that is largely similar to

his treatment of emotions in his natural philosophy but with certain nuances.

Unlike  Erasmus,  Bernhardi  adds  here  a  further  distinction  between  two  types  of  vivid

descriptions,  ethopoia  and  pathopoia. The term ethopoia dates back to the  progymnasmata

execises of the ancient study of rhetoric, but Bernhardi’s source for the ethopoia/pathopoia-

distinction  is  obviously  the  treatise  of  the  ancient  Latin  rhetorician  Emporius,  whom he

explicitly  mentions.  Whereas  in  Emporius,  the  distinction  designates  different  forms  of

progymnasmata exercises, Bernhardi uses it as a tool for the rhetorical analysis of texts.132

For  Bernhardi, ethopoia includes  both  moral  virtues  and  mild  emotions,  which  he

distinguishes as different subclasses of  ethos.  Bernhardi mentions Terence as a  master of

ethopoia. Its first subclass is straightforwardly about the moral virtues and vices, but other

internal characteristics of a person come into question, such as talents (ingenium) and skills.133

The second subclass of ethos includes the natural emotions, which is obvious because of their

relatively persistent nature. He also enlists more social relations than the usual two that are

mentioned above (the relations between citizen and homeland and between parents and their

offspring).  Leaving  out  the  relationship  between  citizen  and  homeland,  he  mentions

fellowship (coniunctio) as part of several private relationships, such as between equal friends,

a  host  and  a  guest  (hospitium),  and  between  the  neighbors,  and  he  adds  the  separation

(disiunctio) of enemies. Bernhardi names Livy, Herodotus, Virgil,  and Ovid as exemplary

130 Loc. cit., 268: »Ut lectori ob oculos ea quasi praesens versetur, veluti viva pictura«
131 Loc. cit., 268.
132 In the commented text, Erasmus mentions neither of the Greek terms but describes their content under the
term prosopopoia or prosopographia, the description of person. For Emporius, see EMPORIUS, De ethopoeia (in:
Rhetores Latini minores, ed. by C. Halm, 1863). A confirmation of whether Bernhardi was the first author to
adopt  Emporius’  distinction  among  writers  of  the  Renaissance  rhetorical  textbooks  would  need  further
investigation.
133 BERNHARDI, In De copia (see n. 2), 268f; In Quintiliani (see n. 9), 141 r. On ethopoia, see also BERNHARDI,
In De copia (see n. 2), 351f.
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authors in describing these emotions.134 The third subclass of ethos consists of light emotions,

which Bernhardi exemplifies with positive emotions such as moderate joy, hope, the caressing

of the lovers in Ovid, and the salutations and benevolence in the introductions of speeches. A

common feature of these is that »they do not greatly confound (perturbare) or lead the soul

into perdition«.135

In his commentary on Livy, Bernhardi explicitly mentions  ethopoia a couple of times. The

descriptions of favor and admiration might be addressed to the first subclass, whereas the

calmness of emotions in the story of the siege of Alba might simply refer to the general

definition of ethopoia as a description of mild emotions.136

The  different  subclasses  of  ethos,  ranging  from  social  duties  to  more  clearly  emotional

responses, are consonant with Bernhardi’s terminology in his commentary on Livy, which, as

noted  above,  oscillates  between  the  terms  signifying  social  duties  and  more  emotionally

focused terminology. These subclasses characteristically include not only the Stoic eupatheiai

but  also  the  Aristotelian-Platonist  moderate  passions,  that  is,  exclusively  the  morally

acceptable emotions.

In contrast, the next class of emotions to be described includes both negative and possibly

morally suspect emotions. Parallel to the description of mild emotions, it counts as a class of

its own that describes passions (gr. pathopoia). Bernhardi divides these »vehement emotions

and perturbations« further into two subclasses: intentions/imaginations and commiserations.

In the lists  of  passions,  one may note how Bernhardi  includes  immoderate  joy and hope

among the perturbations, whereas he includes them under ethos as moderate emotions.137 As

for the ideal of  metriopatheia, this could imply a division in the moral evaluation of these

emotions, but Bernhardi does not include any absolute moral evaluation of any particular

class of emotions in context of rhetoric.

VI Conclusion

Bernhardi’s  most  interesting  contribution  to  the  history  of  emotions  lies  in  his  way  of

developing a consistent framework that exceeds the disciplinary boundaries of his time. It is

based on a thoughtful reading of ancient and medieval philosophical sources and a strong idea

of the naturalness of certain emotions, and it is bound together with an equally strong ethical

pessimism about the general state of human emotional life. This dialectic further contributes

134 BERNHARDI, In De copia (see n. 2), 269.
135 Loc. cit., 269.
136 BERNHARDI, Explicationes (see n. 8), G4v.105r.150v.
137 BERNHARDI, In De copia (see n. 2), 269.
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to Bernhardi’s  humanist  project  of the reformation of emotions through education and an

outspoken positive view of the possibilities of rhetoric in this pursuit. In all this, Bernhardi

follows the general principles that Melanchthon had already delineated. In several details,

however,  Bernhardi  appears as an independent  alternative at  the time when Melanchton’s

natural philosophy and rhetoric was still very much in the making.


